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Laurel Hall :06

Stephen: “Our language, tiger, our language: hundreds of thousands of available words, frillions of
legitimate new ideas, so that I can say the following sentence and be utterly sure that nobody has ever
said it before in the history of human communication: ‘Hold the newsreader’s nose squarely, waiter,
or friendly milk will countermand my trousers.’ Perfectly ordinary words, but never before put in
that precise order. A unique child delivered of a unique mother.”
Hugh: “. . . ”
Stephen: “And yet, oh, and yet, we, all of us, spend all our days saying to each other the same things
time after weary time: ‘I love you,’ ‘Don’t go in there,’ ‘Get out,’ ‘You have no right to say that,’ ‘Stop
it,’ ‘Why should I,’ ‘That hurt,’ ‘Help,’ ‘Marjorie is dead.’ Hmm? Surely, it’s a thought to take out for
cream tea on a rainy Sunday afternoon.”
Stephen Fry and Hugh Laurie,
“Tricky Linguistics (Series :, Episode 3), A Bit of Fry & Laurie (:989–95)”

Roundtable Program

:0:30–:0:55 Coffee & Doughnuts

:0:55–:::00 Opening Remarks

:::00–:2:00 Session :

:::00–:::20 Zheng Shen The Singular and the Plural Pattern(s) in Nominal Right Node Raising

I will present the following data which are puzzling to me:

XThis tall and that short student are both from China.

*This tall and that short students are both from China.

*John’s and Mary’s student are both from China.

XJohn’s and Mary’s students are both from China.

XThe tall and the short student are both from China.

XThe tall and the short students are both from China.

. . . and some more data that are really puzzling.

:::20–:::40 Koji Shimamura Nominative-Genitive Conversion—Japanese and Mongolian

:::40–:2:00 Renato Lacerda “What default is default case?”

:2:00–::00 Lunch Break



::00–2:00 Session 2

::00–::20 Christos Christopoulos English bare verbs in Cypriot Greek clauses

::20–::40 Sabine Laszakovits T.B.A.
Something on new passives in German.

::40–2:00 Adrian Stegovec Ditransitives, Passives, Smugglers, and Labels
In this talk I examine restrictions on passivization of Slovenian ditransitive construc-
tions and whether Relativized Minimality is violated during their derivation. I present a
tentative analysis that explores use of “smuggling” movement (Collins 2005a,b) in con-
junction with Chomsky’s (20:3,20:4) proposals concerning the Labeling Algorithm.

2:00–2:20 Coffee Break

2:20–3:00 Session 3

2:20–2:40 Abigail Thornton T.B.A.

2:40–3:00 Aida Talić On the Struggle of an Appendix to Evolve into Something Useful
In this talk I present prosodic evidence that BCS long form adjectives have more struc-
ture than short from adjectives. Systematic differences in accent between long and short
form of adjectives are captured in the framework of Distributed Morphology (Halle and
Marantz :993, among many others), appealing to cyclic accent assignment, and a func-
tional head, which is present in the long-form adjectival complex head, but absent from
the short-form adjectival head.

3:00–3:20 Coffee Break

3:20–4:00 Session 4

3:20–3:40 Paula Fenger & Rising Agreement or Fallen Clitics: The case of Tohono O’odham
Adrian Stegovec We discuss subject and object agreement in Tohono O’odham (or Papago), focusing on

the question of whether agreement morphology should be analyzed as affixes or clitics.

3:40–4:00 Neda Todorović T.B.A.

4:00–5:00 General Discussion & Hanging Out


